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A. Ideal Cases 
Soon after Symon's FFAG accelerators came under consideration, L. J. Laslett 
pointed out that the magnetic field shape was derived from a multi-pole array. More 
recently Symon has considered this array and the eigenpoles (poles of zero magnetic 
potential) which generate this multi-pole field. 1 The extensive work of E. S. Akeley2 
on this subj ect of the representation of fields in spherical coordinates should be 
consulted. 
To show some of the possibilities of pole structures which scale with radius and 
kwhich have magnetic fields proportional to r we can examine the following examples: 
k1. Non-alternating gradient scaling r field. 
This field is generated by conical (scaling) poles with or without wires if 
B2~-r-{, and G, the gap. ~ r then V ~ rA.+-I. The magnetic potential 
is represented by Legendre Polynomials thus: 
V= VoCi:..t+J)~I.,cOJ5J/'f.A+/r:.fc()	 (0 
With~...~(~.r Of)":. ~((QJ o()~aJO/giving 0( for zero C}. 'Vi (9. which occurs at 0( 
and where k is even and there are k + 2 pole pieces protruding into the spherical 
space or that is k + 1 bands of current on the interior of a spherical shell of 
infinite permeability.  
1 Minutes of MURA Technical Group meeting, January 4 and 5, 1957, No. 13 
General Conference. 
Z MURA Report 117 (MURA/ESA-4) E. S. Akeley, The Magnetic Field and the 





Symon's eigenpoles would be two conical zero potential sheets of iron coincident 
with the first V':! 0 surface above and below the median plane with no distributed 
wires on the cones. The angle between cones and the median plane would be 
). For large k this is I"J 7T~ , which is approximately the (;; (2) 






C u;?'!?£;'JT£ INJ'J))Jf. 
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Many ampere turns would be saved if the iron equipotential caps of Figure 1 
were used thus: 
These equipotential caps would probably be used in any pole structure where the 
field is high to save thick layers of copper close to the orbit. 
Notice that Figure 3 and 4 types of poles require no distributed pole face 




angle <:..< ~ , and thus distributed back winding must be used to control the 
termination of magnetomotive surfaces: 
Figure 5 
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Notice also that the eigenpole type of Fig. 4 and the conventional type of Fig. 5 
require the pole iron to carry the whole gap flux. Characteristics the opposite of 
Fig. 4's characteristics can be obtained with a saving in iron structure by more 
than a factor of two, Fig. 6. This is an air core eigenpole which has the property 





"- tHIN PEltrIlR'A!J.nQN J'HJ£LJ) 
The angle of the back~wound surface is such that it coincides with the maximum 
of 1J.+i(cose) so that all equipotential sheets strike the back-wound surface 
perpendicularly thus producing radially directed flux so no pole is needed. This 
takes much less iron but it loses the advantage of type 4 since back winding is now 
required. An important advantage in the low field region is that none of the usual 
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r-- reluctance correction windings are needed with Fig. 6 since there is uniform 
permeability (air) in the flux carrying circuit. 
The relation of the reluctance pole which C. Nielsen has been considering on 
which various regions of the surface float at potentials dependent on the distribution 






,,-... In Fig. 7, we make the shape of the reluctance pole scale and we connect it to an 
iron equipotential cap. The effect of it is to bring the eigenpo1es closer together 
than they are in Fig. 4. The interior flux plot shown in Fig. 7 shows that the lines 
of force are refracted as they enter the pole. Since the interior of the reluctance 
pole is bounded by a pair of cones on which the potential is V I'.i ,A+1 ) 
the solution of the potential problem is similar to the solution (1) for the free space 
except that the potential maximum is moved down into the locus of the reluctance 
pole. Since the complete flux plot scales, the angle of refraction of the lines of 
force is the same at all radii indicating that the relative permeability, /-
is constant throughout the reluctance pole with the pole thickness scaling as the 
radius, r. The relation between/-' 'I, J.. and ~ is found by determining 
the angles of the lines of force at (j =~ and at ~:.o(+((more exactly at e= ~ 
within solid sphere with/). The equivalent calculation follows from noting that 
--.. 
the radial component of.B inside the surface of the permeability pole is~ 
~ 
times the radial component Of;lJ. just outside the surface of the pole, 
B.,... =- At. Eo,.. ~ Then we have I F V... IS THE .1'Of.tiTlo#/ 1# FItE.£ ..JI'~~E..
,,,,./ li )  "J 
PrV~' ==/ t~~I11= -r (3)a «+~ ~
 
differentiating (1) this gives for (1& -01 ) small:  
i.. 
~'" (('oJ [c(+¥J) ~/- 
?-.4TI (C~.J [~-~ (4) 
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More exactly in the reluctance pole the maximum V is not at 0( but at c(~ f -[I+iJ 
tor the )-<. >1.. sphere: 
(5) 
(6) 
This can be evaluated by reference to series in standard works on Legendre functions. 
(4) becomes 
d\1 -Where 0( would be the point of ~-O in air without the presence of the 
reluctance pole. 
Thus if the half gap angle r and the half thickness angle of the reluctance 
pole, y , are chosen, then the required ~ for the pole is determined from 
(4) or(7J. Layers of iron and non-magnetic filler with the interfaces parallel to the 
intersection with the equipotential surfaces (circular in this case) provide:. 
permeability in the right direction. 
- 8 -
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The reluctance pole can be made thinner if partial backwinding is placed on its 
outside, or the reluctance pole thickness is cut in half by complete backwinding on 
the middle line of the pole in Fig, 7. Then the eigenpole does not carry flux and it 
is just a perturbation shield. The separation between the eigenpole and the reluc-
tance pole is adjusted if there is partial backwinding, remembering that a current 
layer also refracts lines of force. The refraction condition used to find (3) 
becomes: 
(8) 
Where r, the emu or current sheet/em, is proportional to r k in a scaling gap; 
so ~ ::; constant still holds, Reluctance poles vanish with [11£ - (£ +-.I')J 
,,-... nearer to 0(; then (4) shows~. ~ 1 and the case becomes the wound air 
core eigenpole mentioned before or the usual eigenpole, 
2, Alternating Gradient r k Field 
This case is being explored by Symon. both analytically and by digital computor. 
The apology for discussing some simplified cases here is that they will be used to 
show relations between pole types and to discuss errors. 




gives N sectors of equal lengths of positive and negative fields. For different 
relative lengths we would need higher even harmonics of COS If (p-~e)) AJ'»EJ). 
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In the form of V in (9) the highest value of N is k + 1. 
and in an alternating gradient accelerator we 
must have 
so 
which is easily satisfied 
for stability if the AG effect is not too big and if k is large enough. 
The eigenpoles and the currents driving them as seen from the origin are shown 
in Fig. 8. 
Fig. 8 
Current distribution on the 
inside of the spherical 
surface 
We can insert separating V::: 0 planes and drive each resulting cell with a coil 
as in Fig. 9 (a) 
Fig. 9V~ (00 
In Fig. 9 (b) if S:; 0 and if the iron box walls were shaped to the ideal V = 0 
surface, the aperture "A" could be cut out of the wall with no effect on potentials so 
particles could come through. But if S > 0, perturbed V = 0 surfaces form in 
the aperture. 
The comments made in the first section about reluctance poles hold for Fig. 9 (a). 
The solution inside a reluctance pole at e ~ 1I£-[:t1--¥J has the same r- and cP 
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dependence as the solution in free space at the same {} so they can be connected 
With;U:: constant. 
Laminated reluctance poles could be made as shown in Fig. 10 with no windings 
in the straight sections. 
C uRR 'E.Nr! INO~ 
rttR 0 IJftlt IR 0# 
/rites 
The bent iron hoop layers must be spaced to give constant./- perpendicular to 
their surfaces. They are thus variable in thickness along their lengthS. 
This type of reluctance pole can be completely back-wound outside the gap 
without the objectional wires running up the edges at straight sections between 
magnets. See Fig. 11. 
Fig. 11 
COILS FOL.LO>N 'r,Jpr OF 





This important feature of the elimination of side windings which crowd the straight 
sections is thus suggested by the spherical harmonic solution to the AG problem. 
- 11 -
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A disadvantage which it has is that the average field is low compared to the pea~or 
the circumference factors are larger than with side windings at the straight 
sections of poles. Also reluctance correction coils are needed on the sides. 
Our conventionally back-wound coils can also be made this way by spreading 
the side winding over the bottom of the pole in the right shape as in Fig. 12. 
Fig. 12 
r'a<.. JAo.Af (~/Of. rR.-oN ~ IE EUMJNlrrE1» 
'---u~-~- ...-~~i.. _:---~-~-
The same effect is obtained of the straps of Fig. 11 are machined ridges magneti-
cally integral with the pole backing and with coils in the slots. 




- ----, - -Ilc:gv~ 
-- -_.-. 
The flux all travels through the air except for the side flux so it is not completely 
air core. This takes less iron. but there are reluctance corrections now needed on 
the sides since they carry flux. The sides can be removed to let the flux go into 
the next cell to make it air core. 
We can take flux off of the sides by side windings with air core zonal harmonic 
eigenpoles which make an AG case out of the non-alternating gradient case of 
Fig. 6. This raises the average field and lowers the circumference factor. Fig. 14 
shows this: Fig. 14 
.........e------"C!"----.,,' 1r·,
~I, ~. '''IT
';t_--------H I) ~ 
I I, I 






. No reluctance correction coils are needed since the fluxes in air. To open an 
aperture in Fig. 14 we bunch the wires exactly as we do at the edge of a conventional 
back-wound pole. The error field is easily calculable in this case because we 
- 13 -
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start with the ideal flux plot with no aperture, and we superimpose a coil which 
cancels the currents within the desired aperture and which transposes them to the 
edge of the aperture. The field pattern thus superimposed on the original ideal 






/H)I> 1.: j) 'r"O
It:> ~ It L f:-LVx 
PLa.,-
The superimposed distribution of field would be exactly the same as that due to 
the fringing flux at the edge of back-wound iron poles except for the unity permea-
bility of the air core eigenpole. The superimposed field is weaker for air core 
eigenpoles, but it penetrates farther under the pole than it would for iron poles. 
- 14 -
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Small separated iron fins at the box edge near the aperture would make the field 
shape like that of iron poles if it were desired. 
The case of Fig. 13 can be converted to a completely air core case with side 
windings of calculable effect as shown in Fig. 16. 
Fig. 16 
B. Winding and Displacement Errors 
We assume a thin layer of current between two parallel iron slabs of infinite 
permeability and of extent much greater than the gap. Suppose the current 
distribution of :r.e~ IA./~ in the radial direction gives the correct field 
pattern. If we displace a band of radial extent d a distance 4,. (which 
must be positive or negative in the formula), this is equivalent to adding a 
cance ling current of II A y-aI at the position of the void and an aiding 
current of J r Ar! at the overlap of current sheets d em. away. This creates 





IJ.I ~ CIJtcl£ . 
, 
-{, 
The magnetic field produced by the current and its coincident image is 
.. ...:l.4to X 0-.., 
JR, I where i is the 
magnitude of current in e. m. u. 
€A., A-Nl> ~2. are unit vectors in the direction of 
RI and R" . The form (10)H~+"t )([~J - ~JJ 
shows that points land 2 invert in a unit circle to points I' and 2', and the difference 
in the bracket is the inverted image of d. Since inversion in a circle is conformal, 
this image, d', (and hence the bracket) has the same magnitude for all points around 
the dipole a constant distance from the center of the dipole. Thus the field produced 
by the dipole has the same magnitude R cm away from the dipole in any direction: 
- 16 -
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To find dk differentiate: 
JUz. -: 8' L ..ttl [3~ ~ S J 
tJ,.. (S~A ,.1 
yo 8tsd. [ '2... 1...] is due solely to the superimposed
or dk, = Hz (rt.+h-il 2A - S 
gradients . Hz.. is the ideal fie ld. 
But IJ _.2- ';7TI., where G is the gap. 
A - Hz. q 
Using 
the gradient part of the increment in k is 
(12) 
The images must now be added each of which gives a contribution of the form (12) 
with multiples of 2G added or subtracted from h. Measuring d. sArand h in units 
of the gap. the total effect is 
(13) 
This is plotted up to I.Jl '"::. 2... 





In cases where k is large, Freiser points out that the disturbance to the gradient 
is a lesser effect on k than the disturbance to the field. This disturbance is by (11) 
g ~ _{~I ~ -4-i d. [ts~ _J] /r[.t;- .i!:.l]~ 1i h t.+ S t. St.+Al / L~ (f 
::: UI 6~9d r).S1..~ -/J~ A'L+,sr. LS4J1 
Summing and using G for units of length: 
(t4) 
This is plotted in Fig. II for the sum carried to three terms. 
The total effect on k is ~ with regard to (15)?:1-:::. q +-
the sign of L:i r. In the median plane, h ~O..5j the maximum effect is between 
S ::.. 0 and r -=- • 2. where 
~j, ~[":) 8 4- 2.. •+ JJJ. l 4 r d:l - ~ t r J (16) 
r is in units of the gap. Thus when ~ lfGlot ~ t.~, the gradient effect becomes 
raeM 
the smaller term. 
These results can also be used to estimate the k error due to a radially 
displaced layer in a reluctance pole of the type described by Carl Nielsen. If we 
displace one layer of irO!) or severallayersJso the non-magnetic gap at one end of 
the displacement is increased and the non-magnetic gap at the other end is de-
creased by exactly the same amount, then a dipole field is superimposed on the 
original ideal field. The ampere turns disappearing at the narrow crack appeared 





























graphs, use d as the radial width of the pole displaced and instead of ( ""'~r- ) 
use (- ~.,..)( F +-A ) where F is the iron lamination thickness and A is the non~ 
1+ 
magnetic spacer thickness. 
The results given in the graphs are not quite correct because the images are not 
quite full strength where the pole permeability is not infinite. The flux returning 
through the pole to the dipole causes other concentric reverse dipoles with larger 
dIs but an order of magnitude weaker located at each crack. The effects on k are 
slightly decreased from those given in the graphs. This effect is one of the many 
effects being examined by M. Freiser. 
In the case of eigenpoles a displacement up or down of wire wound on the sphere 
superimpose.,A' a dipole field on a perfect r k field. An estimate of the superimposed 
field can be made in the following way: 
K- ])JS Pl.A CE,.J) 
C rJ(t R f"N r 
The current is moved from 9::.. 1li ~ € T'~ !) ~ ~ - € creating the current 
pair shown. The superimposed potential 1f is a ring on the equator of the ) .) 
sphere. It can be represented as 
1)= iffi)~A~ PfM (CoJ9) 
where 
A/WI ~ ,!~"'Jj 7f rfrr\(lOJ~)SlrJ" J9 ~ 2~tl 'II; ~(o) 2. G-
For estimating ?~oj the following approximate expression is good especially for 
~/'large />'h : ?: 0 _ (-0"'(92.) ?t4CoS9) 




Then if=-r (~j(t.I>Ol+J)V;GC-OY.9z) ?Jcor~~ (18) 
IW\ EvE.H 
only up tofWl =--[i I S A""", appreciable.  
If the radial magnetic field on the orbital plane is wanted: 
-p ~ ~ _ ~ C- )1Wo.-J 2..1Wli-J 
.D.,.. (, r- - -.~ i ~ G (3'5J ".,., +-1 (19) 
IW> IiVE,rl YO 
It is evident that the low harmonics penetrate into the spherical space much worse 
than do the high harmonics, but the coefficient of low harmonics is small. The 
value of ( r-/r-o ) at which the first term (~:: ~ ) equals the /Y)1 =1+/ term J 




5 . 73 
10 ~83 
The value of ~ which is inserted is 1./'0 -:.. 4-"" ~ " where , it, is the number 
of emu of current displaced 2. e radians. 
If iron eigenpoles or nearby potential caps are present, reverse potential 
images will surpress the field error greatly. 
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